
In which country does the Niger River meet the Atlantic Ocean?
Answer: Benin

Passing along the border of Benin, the river enters Nigeria where it turns south toward the Atlantic. The Niger delta, where the river meets the Atlantic ocean,
forms an important ecological and commercial zone.

It runs in a crescent through Mali, Niger, on the border with Benin and then through Nigeria, discharging through a massive delta, known as the Niger Delta or
the Oil Rivers, into the Gulf of Guinea in the Atlantic Ocean.

Suppose that a single die with 7 sides (numbered 1, 2, 3, ... , 7) is rolled twice. what is the probability that the sum of the two rolls equals 6 ?
A boy has 82 cents in pennies and quarters. He has 4 more pennies than quarters. How many of each type of coin does he have?
“If a son has struck his father, his hands shall be cut off” How is this Unjust and why? This is for Hammurabi's law code
In a written report of their research, psychologists specify exactly how anxiety is assessed, thus providing their readers with a(n)
What is the value of f(x) = -4x + 2 when x = 5
Homphones- something round/shout loudly
rough/place for golf
front of ship/branch of tree
gain/foretells future
Which transformation preserves only angle measurement? Why is it not considered to be a rigid transformation? A) dilation; A rigid transformation preserves
shape and size.
B) rotation; A rigid transformation preserves shape and orientation.
C) reflection: A rigid transformation preserves shape and orientation.
D) translation; A rigid transformation preserves shape and side length.
1. How would proximity to a mountain affect the human characteristics of a place? (1 point) I. The society would be multicultural, and people would speak
many different languages.
II. Residents would adopt cultural practices from neighbors on the other side of the mountain.
III. The local population would be isolated and removed from neighboring cultures.
IV. There would be more manufacturing and industry in the area near the mountain.
II only
III only
III and IV
I, II, and III
I, II, and IV



2. Which of the following are NOT physical regions? (1 point)
I. The moors in Scotland
II. The breadbasket in Russia
III. The congressional districts in Chicago
IV. Little Italy in New York City
I only
II only
I and IV
II, III, and IV
I, II, III, and IV
Marcie solved the following inequality, and her work is shown below: ?2(x ? 5) ? 12 ? 4 + 6(x + 3)
?2x + 10 ? 12 ? 4 + 6x + 18
?2x ? 2 ? 6x + 22
?8x ? 24
x ? ?3

What mistake did Marcie make in solving the inequality
Sara is mixing together a fruit punch for a party. She's made 4 gallons of punch with a mixture of 50% juice. Her mother tells her to change it to a mixture of
60% juice. How much fruit juice should be added to make the mixture 60% fruit juice
The cumulative relative frequency for the last class must always be 1.? why
If the LRT agency were to buy a two-page ad in Paulding Community magazine for a builder that is planning on constructing a 500-home subdivision in the
county, the ad would cost $5,000. How much money would the agency send the publication to pay for the ad?
Which domain restrictions apply to the rational expression? x^2+4x+4 / x^2?4 Select each correct answer x??4 x??2 x?0 x?2 x?4
Which factor most influenced beach erosion in a hurricane
Compare the TCP/IP layers which does not require a header or footer. A. Physical
B. Transport
C. Internet
D. Application
A car rental agency advertised renting a car for 23.95 per day and 0.26 per mile. If David rents this car for 4 days, how many whole miles can he drive on a 150
budget ?
ABC Airlines has had delays on 18 of 126 recent flights. DEF Airlines has had delays 13% of the time. Which airline would you expect to provide more reliable
service? Why?
1. Which atmospheric layer is closest to planet earth?

1. Home
2. More Solution
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